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	 It’s	hard	to	believe	that	it’s	been	30	years	since	we	started	making	treestands.		I	would	never	have	imagined	
that	what	started	out	as	a	small	backyard	business	could	eventually	evolve	into	the	Summit	you	know	today.
I	think	back	to	the	original	Summit,	also	known	as	the	TSQ.		We	revolutionized	the	industry	by	bringing	a	stand	to	
the	market	with	the	four	features	needed	to	be	successful;	silence,	security,	concealment,	and	comfort.		At	$150,	it	
was	the	highest	priced	stand	on	the	market.		Believe	me,	it	took	some	convincing	to	get	sporting	goods	stores	and	
hunters	to	realize	that	our	“expensive”	treestand	would	make	them	more	successful.		Once	the	word	got	out,	the	
company	grew	at	an	amazing	rate.
	 We	continued	to	manufacture	several	different	models	through	the	‘80’s	and	‘90’s,	but	realized	that	the	
weight	issue	was	very	important	to	lots	of	you.		In	2000,	we	came	out	with	our	first	aluminum	climber.		This	was	a	
pretty	radical	step	for	us,	but	we’ve	never	looked	back.		We’ve	been	manufacturing	lightweight	climbing	stands	for	
10	years	now,	and	plan	to	continue.		With	your	help,	we’ll	still	be	here	helping	hunters	in	another	30	years.
	 As	always,	we	appreciate	the	support	and	friendship	you’ve	given	us	through	the	years.		Good	luck	with	
your	hunting	and	remember,	ALWAYS	use	your	safety	harness.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Sincerely,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 John	A.	Woller
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Founder



The Titan is our largest climbing treestand with 

more room than any we’ve ever built before. With 

a wider climbing width and length and way more 

platform space, the Titan will accommodate the 

biggest hunter — or anyone who wants some 

extra room. The comfortable padded seat easily 

adjusts up and down for bow and gun hunting, and 

the multi-purpose solid front bar not only makes 

climbing easier, but serves as a gun rest. 

The Goliath is a full-featured climber for full-framed 

hunters. Extra room and an ample 350 lb. limit makes it the 

perfect stand for the bigger hunter or for anyone looking 

for a little extra room. A solid front bar makes climbing 

easy and works well as a gun rest, and thick padding on the 

armrests and seat make sure you stay comfortable all day.

MODEL 81082
 Weight limit: 350 lbs. Overall weight: 21 lbs.

MODEL 81083
Weight limit: 350 lbs. Overall weight: 25 lbs.

SUMMIT	GOLIATH™ 

SD

SUMMIT TITAN
®  

SD
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Leave it to our Engineers to develop a way to reduce the metal to metal 

sound associated with aluminum tubing.  Summit’s Dead Metal Sound 

Deadening Technology keeps the noise down by filling in critical parts 

of your platform with custom-engineered expanding foam.  We know 

that every little bit of noise reduction goes a long way in keeping you 

concealed in the tree and that is why we spent years designing this 

stand improvement.  

Available on all 2011 Summit climbing treestand platforms.

® ® ®



VIPER
®  

SD

Our lightest sit-and-climb stand, the Viper is our best 

all-round climber, with a perfect balance of roominess, 

comfort, features and light weight. The versatile padded 

seat can be raised for bow hunting and lowered for 

hunting with a gun — and the solid front bar makes 

climbing easy and works well as a gun rest. Like all 

Summit climbers, Viper features our RapidClimb Stirrups, 

QuickDraw and SummitLokt technologies.

A completely accessorized Viper featuring our incredibly comfortable 

Surround Seat (also available as an accessory to upgrade your current 

Summit stand) and a super-thick padded Comfort Mat which takes the 

back pain out of prolonged standing. With a fully adjustable gun rest, 

armrest padding throughout and a total camouflage package — including 

a drop blind — you’ll be hunting in comfort and stealth.

MODEL 81080 
Weight limit: 300 lbs. Overall weight: 20 lbs.

MODEL 81081 
Weight limit: 300 lbs. Overall weight: 26 lbs. with accessories.

180	MAX
   

SD

The 180° Max offers a bit more room and 

capacity for bigger hunters and those who 

just prefer some extra space. The height-

adjustable Surround Seat lets you sit facing 

the tree or can be reversed with the seat 

against the tree. The premium-quality 

precision-welded aluminum extended-top 

frame is ideal for tall hunters, yet keeps the 

weight down to a manageable 23 lbs.  You will 

also have plenty of room to move around, the 

180 Max shares the larger Titan platform.

ULTIMATE	VIPER
®  

SD
  

MODEL 81090
Weight limit: 350 lbs. Overall weight: 23 lbs.

climb ing stands 
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SUMMIT	BLADE	
 

SD
Our engineers made a good thing even 

better when they designed a collapsible 

version of our best-selling Viper climbing 

stand. The Blade folds flat for easy storage or 

transportation in the back of a truck or SUV. 

Lightweight, quiet, roomy and comfortable, 

the Blade features a padded seat that can be 

raised or lowered when hunting with bow or 

gun. Its solid front bar makes climbing easy 

while doubling as a gun rest. 

RAZOR
®  

SD
The Razor provides all of the clearance 

of an open front stand with the climbing 

ease of a sit-and-stand climber. The 

unique folding bar allows you to sit and 

climb to your preferred hunting elevation 

— and then fold it out of the way while 

you hunt. The comfortable padded seat 

is easily removed or adjusted for height 

— and the spacious platform is the same 

size as the Viper and Goliath. 

MODEL 81092
Weight limit: 300 lbs. Overall weight: 23 lbs.

MODEL 81085
Weight limit: up to 300 lbs. Overall weight: 21 lbs.
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ALL SUMMIT CLIMBING STANDS ARE DESIGNED AND ENGINEERED IN THE USA.     

CLIMBING STANDS ARE FULLY ASSEMBLED, READY TO HUNT - OUT OF THE BOX.



DAGGER™	
 

SD
With all of the performance features and creature 

comforts of our popular Razor, the Dagger 

open-front climbing stand folds flat for compact 

convenience during storage, or when you’re on 

the move. The comfortable padded seat is fully 

adjustable and the spacious platform provides 

plenty of room for long haul hunting. 

Designed for hunters who like to pack it back into 

the deepest woods, the OpenShot weighs a scant 15 

pounds. And, for a compact, ultra-portable stand, it 

feels plenty comfortable and roomy when you settle 

down to hunt. A unique folding seat is set inside 

the seat frame and easily folds up when you want 

to stand up against the tree. The padded seat then 

becomes a cushion for your back, allowing you to 

stand more comfortably for longer periods of time 

and with plenty of room. 

OPENSHOT
®  

SD

MODEL 81091
Weight limit: up to 300 lbs. Overall weight: 21 lbs.

MODEL 81086
Weight limit: up to 300 lbs. Overall weight: 15 lbs.
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RSXHAWK
Light, compact and comfortable, the rsxHawk will hang in 

less than 30 seconds using Summit’s innovative, Talon Bracket 

System. Built of precision-welded aluminum using ultra-quiet 

SummitLokt construction, the Hawk features Summit’s Single 

Cable Spreader that eliminates the space-restricting “V” 

formed by 2-cable suspension systems.  It’s simply the most 

sophisticated hang-on stand ever designed and built. 

Summit’s leveling platform is safe and secure. 

Height and attitude adjustments can be made 

quickly by moving one or both locking clips up 

or down a notch. Then, the single cable slides 

through the spreader bar to automatically level 

the platform.

BOTH RSXHAWK AND RSXOSPREY STANDS FEATURE AN EXTRA-THICK, 

WATERPROOF, CLOSE-CELL FOAM PADDED SEAT THAT QUICKLY FLIPS 

UP AND OUT OF THE WAY TO MAKE IT EASY TO STAND WITH YOUR 

BACK TO THE TREE. 

WATERPROOF, FOAM RSX SEAT

The RSX seat for our Raptor Series® Hang On Stands 

is made from closed-cell foam using cross link 

technology. To us regular folks, this means that it is 

a waterproof, extra-thick foam cushion that is soft 

enough to sit on for hours.

All of the Raptor Series® hang-

on stands feature our Single Cable 

Spreader design. Meaning the platform 

is supported by a single, self-leveling 

cable with a unique spreader bar 

below the seat. A seemingly simple 

feature that significantly increases 

the usable space on the platform 

by eliminating the constricting 

“V” formed by traditional 2-cable 

suspension systems. The leveling 

cable system makes it incredibly easy 

to make precise adjustments to the 

platform, too.

MODEL 82053
Weight limit: up to 300 lbs. Overall weight: 13.5 lbs.

Single Cable
Spreader Design:

hang-on 
stands

®

summitstands .com 7



RSXEAGLE™

The world’s most comfortable hang-on stand features 

Summit’s new adjustable saddle-style seat which has 3” 

of padding and is suspended to relieve pressure points 

for incredible comfort during the longest hunts. The 

seat also flips up and adjusts for height. The rsxEAGLE 

also hangs easily using our Talon Bracket System — and 

our Single Cable Spreader maximizes space on the 

rsxEAGLE’s extra-large platform. It’s simply the ultimate 

in comfort and convenience.

Featuring rugged steel construction, the rsxOSPREY 

offers most of the advantages of the Raptor series 

aluminum hang-on stands at a lower retail price. The 

padded, flip-up seat and unique Single Cable Spreader 

makes standing with your back to the tree safe, 

comfortable and convenient. And, the exclusive Talon 

Bracket System makes hanging and removal a snap. 

RSXOSPREY

Summit’s ultra-comfortable saddle-style seat also flips 

up to become a padded back pad for stand-up hunting. 

The built-in “quick clip” secures the seat to the back pad.

The innovative Single Cable Spreader bar 

increases the usable space of your 

platform by eliminating the constricting “V” 

of two-cable systems. With plenty of room, 

you can stand with your back to the tree 

— not sideways — and move around without 

fear of tripping.

MODEL 82054
Weight limit: up to 300 lbs. Overall weight: 14 lbs.

MODEL 82052
Weight limit: up to 300 lbs. Overall weight: 19.5 lbs.

hang-on
  STANDS

All	Raptor	Series	Hang-On	Stands	are	engineered,	designed	and	built	in	
Decatur,	Alabama	and	backed	by	Summit’s	5-Year	Limited	Warranty.

®
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When hunting with a friend or loved one, you sure don’t 

want to take chances in a flimsy, bargain-priced stand from 

who-knows-where. The Summit Double Barrel is built from 

the same quality materials and to the same standards as 

every Summit ladder stand — but in a two-person seating 

version. Safe. Secure. Comfortable. For two.

Super-wide, bench-style seating with thick 2” padding is 

designed to comfortably support two hunters for extended 

periods of time.

DOUBLE	BARREL
®

MODEL 82049
Weight limit: up to 350 lbs. (Individual), 500 lbs. (combined) 

Overall weight: 120 lbs.

The most stable, most durable ladder stand on the

market today. Over-built with extra-heavy-duty

thick-gauge steel, with wide, welded rungs and

sturdy hand rails, the Single Shot is so solid that it

does not need a stabilizer bar to prevent ladder and 

platform wobble. With extra-thick, camouflage

padded seats and a spacious platform, you won’t

find a more rock-solid, safer ladder stand anywhere.

Thick, padded seat and armrests are designed to

be ultra-comfortable for extended periods of time.

All of our ladder stands are offered in Realtree™

AP camouflage.

With all the quality features of the Single Shot, the 

Single Shot Magnum offers 50% more room for larger 

framed hunters — or those who just want some extra 

room to move around. Same thick-gauge welded steel 

construction. Same wide, welded rungs and sturdy rails. 

Same ultra-stable, ultra-safe design. But, with a wider 

camouflage padded seat and platform.

SINGLE	SHOT®

MODEL 82046
Weight limit: up to 300 lbs. Overall weight: 90 lbs.

SINGLE	SHOT
® 

MAGNUM

MODEL 82047
Weight limit: up to 300 lbs. Overall weight: 110 lbs.

The one-and-a-half person model is a great concept for 

those who like a little extra room to move around and 

shift positions. The thick, padded seat and armrests 

make this a one-man seating suite.

LADDER      
STA N D S 

summitstands .com 9



It seems like the lower the price, the higher the wobble factor — which 

you only discover after you’ve lugged your new stand home from the 

store, hauled it out into the woods and mounted it to a tree. Nice.

In addition to low price, another clue that should raise an eyebrow, 

is the “stabilizer bar.” You can pretty much figure that any stand that 

needs a stabilizer bar isn’t going to be very stable. Especially on cold, 

dark mornings before the coffee kicks in.

Enter the Summit ladder stands. They don’t need stabilizer bars 

because our ladders are built with extra-heavy-duty thick-gauged 

welded steel, with wide rungs and sturdy rails. The result is a rock-solid 

hunting platform that won’t wobble when you’re climbing up or down 

— or when the wind picks up. When you’re hunting out of a Summit 

ladder stand, the only wobble you’ll ever feel will be in your knees when 

that 10-point toad you scouted all summer suddenly saunters into view.

Designed for elevated hunting in thick brush, sparse 

vegetation or anywhere else you can’t hang a stand. 

Our sturdy Deluxe Tripod is an impressive 10’ high 

at the platform, yet provides rock-solid stability for 

both security and comfort. Built from powder-coated 

steel with a spacious steel mesh platform and integral 

ladder, the comfortable swivel seat allows a 360-degree 

view. Camouflage railing pads serve as gun rests while 

dampening sound. The Deluxe Tripod is also very easy to 

assemble in the field.

DELUXE	TRIPOD

MODEL 82058

DID YOU EVER 
THINK ABOUT THE 

“WOBBLE FACTOR”
WHEN SHOPPING 

FOR LADDER 
STANDS?

tripods
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More than likely, you’ve heard somebody talking about Bucksteps.  Since their 

introduction, they’ve become a hunting staple in the woods. Big enough to get both 

boots on while hanging your stand, but small enough not to be noticed, Bucksteps set 

you up to choose the best location, not the easiest.

The SwifTree provides a unique enclosed steps that provide 

sure footing and help prevent your boot from slipping off the 

side are now over-sized for easier entry and to accommodate 

larger, insulated boots in cold weather. Then, we welded two 

steps, side-by-side, at the top of each section for a more stable 

platform when aligning and hanging the next section.

The unique enclosed steps “capture” your foot to eliminate the 

possibility of your boot slipping off the end of the step — providing 

safe, secure footing for even muddy or snow-caked boots.

BUCKSTEPS
®

MODEL 82008

BuckSteps provide safe, slip-

proof footing, even when wearing 

muddy or snow-caked boots. 

They’re designed to compactly 

nest together for easy packing in 

and out of the woods.

SWIFTREE
®

MODEL 82050: 17’

MODEL 82051: 22’
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This simple seat will open up a whole new way to 

hunt deer, turkeys, and lots of other stuff, too. The 

possibilities are unlimited. Just sling the buckle around 

the tree and hang it. With the ultra-comfortable seating 

configuration with padded arm rests, there will be

no more squirming around on pickle buckets,

stumps or rocks. Also great for ducks in

flooded timber. Hunt in total comfort.

Turkey, Deer, Coyote or Atelope - If you hunt them, 

this blind is for you.  Developed specifically for 

portability, our innovative new Predator Blind is 

compact, lightweight, and sets up quickly.  The open 

front design gives you a commanding view while you 

to blend in to the camouflaged shell behind you. Mesh 

windows on each side provide 180-degree visibility 

without compromising concealment. Includes bush 

loops on side panels and leafy material on the frame 

to break up its profile.  The entire blind can be folded 

away into a small coinvent package in seconds.  

A strap for easy movement and a carry bag are 

included. 

PREDATOR	BLIND

MODEL 87011
Height to Ceiling: 44.5”  |  Floor Size: 32” x 32”  |  Weight: 3.5 lbs.

TROPHY	CHAIR
®

MODEL 82061

  B L I N D
A N D  C H A I R
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  B L I N D
A N D  C H A I R

Adjustable Gun Rest
Fully adjustable gun 

rest fits most of our 

aluminum climbing 

treestands.  It includes a 

camo padded front bar.

MODEL 85115

Adjustable Gun Rest 
(Goliath, Titan, 180 MAX)

Fully adjustable gun rest 

fits Goliath, Titan and 180 

MAX only. It includes a 

camo padded front bar.

MODEL 85129

Universal
Bow Holder
Our all metal, universal 

bow holder is the perfect 

addition for bowhunters. It 

clamps on in seconds and 

fits most Summit models 

plus many commercially 

available stands.

MODEL 85134

Footrest Kit for 4 and 5 

Channel platforms

Fits all 4 and 5 channel 

aluminum platforms.  

Easy to install and great 

for relieving pressure 

from your legs on a long 

hunt.  Does not fit steel 

platforms.  

MODEL 85023

High Traction Strips
Set of 5 (five) adhesive-

backed, non-skid strips.  

Very easy to apply and 

will fit all of the Summit 

models.

MODEL 85002

Rapid Climb Stirrups
Eliminate your toe straps.  

Just rest your heel on the 

bungee, stretch it back 

and insert your foot in the 

stirrup. Stirrups will fit any 

of our aluminum stands 

with 1” square tubing. They 

also fit many commercially 

available stands.

MODEL 85052

Deluxe Backpack 
Straps
Upgrade to these 

thick padded straps.  

Adjustable and easy to 

install.  Fits many other 

commercially available 

stands.

MODEL 85162

Adjustable 
Backpack Straps 
A set of camo backpack 

straps for use with any 

of our Summit stands. 

Quick-adjust buckle. Fits 

many other commercially 

available stands.

MODEL 85005

Comfort Mat
Made with comfortable 

high-density foam 

that won’t hold water.  

Reduces stress on your 

feet and back.

MODEL 85155

Drop Blind
Easy to deploy and then 

rolls up to stow around 

the top bar of many of 

our closed-front stands.

MODEL 85152
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Footrest Kit for 6 Channel platforms

Fits all 6 channel aluminum 

platforms (Titan and 180 Max).  Easy 

to install and great for relieving 

pressure from your legs on a long 

hunt.  Does not fit steel platforms.  

MODEL 85133

summitstands .com 13



72” Pad Kit
Single 72” pad with cable 

ties for most Summit stands. 

Also fits many commercially 

available stands.

MODEL 85151

Front Storage Bag
Zippered storage bags 

for our hunting stands.  

Our front storage bag 

will fit any Summit that 

has a front bar, and 

they also fit many other 

brands of treestands.

MODEL 85153 

Side Storage Bags
Two zippered storage 

bags for your hunting 

stands. Bags are tapered 

to fit neatly under the 

armrests on all Summit 

stands. They also fit 

many other brands of 

treestands on the market.

MODEL 85154

Foam Seat For 
Climbing Treestands
Fits most model Summit 

climbing treestands 

including: Viper, Goliath, 

Razor, Titan, Switchblade, 

Dagger, Bullet and Python. 

Also fits many commercially 

available stands.

MODEL 85147

Surround Seat
Offers full coverage 

enclosed seat and 

convenient pockets 

within easy reach. Fits 

most Summit climbing 

treestand models.

MODEL 85148

Raptor Series
RSX Seat
Raptor Series 

replacement seat for 

Hawk, Osprey and 

Falcon Hang On stands.  

Features Cross Link 

Technology (RSX).

MODEL 85149

Foam Seat for 
OpenShot
Fits all OpenShot 

treestands made from 

2008 to present.

MODEL 85189

Utility Straps with 
Tourniquet Buckle
Our multi-purpose utility 

strap will come in handy 

in many situations. This 

is the same strap that 

is included with all our 

treestands. Sold in pairs.

MODEL 85024

30’ Bow Rope
Works great for

hoisting your gun

or bow. Easy to attach, 

tangle-free design.

MODEL 85030

Replacement Shrink 
Tube for Cables
Two full-length shrink 

tubing pieces to replace 

old, worn-out tubing.  

Heat with heat gun to 

apply. Sold in pairs.

MODEL 85010

Replacement 
Cables for Climbing 
Treestands
Instead of trying to repair 

nicks or cuts, purchase 

a brand new pair of 

cables for your climbing 

treestand. Sold in pairs.  

Fits all Summit climbing 

cable stands.

MODEL 85009
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Safety: Seat-O-The-Pants harnesses 

are safe because their tangle-free design 

makes them easy to put on — even in 

the dark — so hunters are more likely to 

use them. With a four-point full-body 

design that’s completely adjustable for a 

secure, comfortable fit, the leg straps are 

configured to prevent groin injury in the 

event of a fall. Each safety harness includes 

a lineman-style climbing rope and prussic 

hitch that helps to maintain continuous 

contact with the tree to protect you from 

falls as you climb.

Comfort: All Summit treestand 

safety harnesses are lightweight, durable 

and won’t interfere with your shooting. 

Convenient slides make it easy to adjust 

every strap for a perfect fit so they 

never bind or pull or otherwise feel 

uncomfortable or impede your movements.  

Silence: All metal components (d-

rings, leg buckles) are rubber coated so 

they’re 100% silent in the woods.

Concealment: Seat-O-The-

Pants safety harnesses offer complete 

camouflage concealment.

FEATURES TO LOOK FOR

IN A NEW SAFETY HARNESS

There’s a lot of thought and engineering that goes into 

a good treestand safety harness, and the best subscribe 

to the time-proven KISS (keep it simple, stupid) 

principle. At Summit, we try to make everything as 

simple as possible — but never TOO simple. And 

that especially goes for our Seat-O-The-Pants 

Safety Harnesses.

1. Tangle-Free Design: A safety harness doesn’t do 

you any good if you aren’t wearing it, which is why 

we pioneered tangle-free designs with our SOP 

harnesses so they’d be easy to put on and take off. 

Our standard SOP harness features a handy fanny 

pack to store your straps when you aren’t wearing the 

harness. With our FastBack harnesses, all you have to 

do is pick them up by the tether, and the harness is 

ready to slip on just like a vest.

2. Lightweight & Comfortable: Vest-style harnesses 

look easy to put on and take off, but that’s often the 

best part about them. Many are heavy, hot, bulky and 

uncomfortable to wear — especially over a couple of 

layers of fleece and an outer shell. SOP harnesses are 

almost weightless, and once they’re on, you almost 

forget they are there. SOP harnesses are also designed 

to be worn either over or underneath your hunting 

garments — a handy feature for cold-weather hunting 

when you want to rig up back in camp.

3. Safety: That’s why you wear them, right? Our SOP 

harnesses quickly and easily adjust for a perfect fit 

so there’s no binding or pinching, which is especially 

important if you fall. Plus, our tether straps feature 

sewn-in break-away pleats which pop open to lessen 

the shock of a serious fall, so you stay awake and alert.

WE THINK THE MOST IMPORTANT PIECE OF 
HUNTING EQUIPMENT YOU CAN TAKE INTO THE 

WOODS IS A SAFETY HARNESS THAT’S CERTIFIED 
TO MEET THE TMA STANDARDS FOR

HARNESSES AND TREESTANDS.

That’s why we’ve devoted as much of our engineering expertise to developing 

our seat-o-the-pants™ line of safety harnesses as we have to developing 

treestands. Once again, our design principles of safety, comfort, silence and 

concealment guided the development of these must-have safety products.

  SAFETY 
 HARNESSES 

summitstands .com 15



The FastBack treestand safety harness has a lightweight, tangle-

free design that will keep you cool and comfortable. It has all of 

the fall protection features you need but without added bulk or 

uncomfortable straps. You can move freely while wearing the 

FastBack, and the lightweight fabric back keeps you cool. Like 

all of our treestand harnesses, the FastBack can be worn over 

or under your standard hunting clothes, so you can put it on 

before you leave camp. Leg and waist buckle design allows for 

quick and positive hook-ups. Rubber-coated D-rings allow use 

as a lineman-style climbing belt. Finally, the tether strap includes 

“breakaways” designed to absorb the shock of a fall.  Comes 

with an aluminum locking carabiner and a safety rope with 

prusik knot.

The FastBack Deluxe has all of the safety and convenience 

features of our FastBack, including a lightweight, tangle-free 

design, “breakaway” tether strap. Deluxe features include a 

wider belt design, mesh back for hot weather comfort and 

two handy side pouches to carry hunting essentials like calls, 

scents and other small items. Like all Summit harnesses, the 

Fastback deluxe comes with an aluminum locking carabiner 

and a safety rope with prusik knot.

MODEL 83064 / 83065 / 83066

Simply the lightest, most comfortable, easy-to-use four-point 

safety harness on the market today. The original tangle-free 

design, the SOP features a convenient fanny pack to store all 

your straps when hiking in or out. Or, you can wear it under 

your hunting clothes so you can rig up before you leave camp. 

The webbing is lightweight, 6,000 lbs. strength polyester and 

the low-profile interlocking buckles are coated for absolute 

silence. A break-away tether cushions accidental falls. Comes 

with an aluminum locking carabiner and a safety rope with 

prusik knot.

MODEL 83068 / 83069 / 83070

S.O.P	HARNESS

MODEL 83071 / 83072

FASTBACK
®

FASTBACK
®

	DELUXE

I never climb in a trees-

tand without my Seat-

O-The-Pants harness.

-David Blanton

At BuckMasters, we 

use Seat-O-The-Pants 

harnesses.

-Jackie Bushman
If I’m hunting from a 

treestand, I’m wearing my 

S.O.P. harness.

-Tom Miranda
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SUMMIT’S 
TREESTAND SAFETY 

ROPE CLIMBING 
SYSTEM IS ANOTHER 

INNOVATIVE 
BREAKTHROUGH 

IN TREESTAND 
CONVENIENCE AND 

SAFETY.

The strong, 30’ braided nylon 

climbing rope features a pre-

attached prussic hitch, which clips 

to your safety harness tether. The 

prusik hitch can then be slid up the 

rope while you climb to your stand, 

or slid back down as you descend — 

yet it will clinch tight in the event of 

a slip or a fall. This system adds an 

important safety component to your 

hunt during those critical periods 

when you are not seated or standing 

safely in your stand. The oversized 

rope, clip and carabineer are also 

easy to use when wearing gloves.

S.O.P. Locking Clip
This rugged locking 

mountaineering-style 

carabineer is easy to operate 

while wearing gloves.

MODEL 83011

S.O.P. Climbing System
Comes complete with 30’ 

climbing rope, prusik hitch, 

lineman’s clip and locking 

carabineer clip — plus a 

convenient carrying bag.

MODEL 83014

S.O.P. Safety Rope
with Hardware
A complete safety kit with 

climbing rope, prusik hitch, 

lineman’s clip and locking 

carabineer clip.

MODEL 83015

S.O.P. Tree Descender
In the unlikely event of a fall, 

our Tree Descender will make 

it easier to get you safely to 

the ground. Includes safety 

rope and two prusik knots for 

foot holds.

MODEL 83018

S.O.P. Climbing System
(Combo Pack)
The combo pack includes three 

complete Climbing Systems 

(without carry bags).

MODEL 83024

S.O.P. Safety Rope
An extra safety rope with 

prusik knot - but not the 

accompanying hardware.

MODEL 83023

S.O.P. Suspension
Relief System
Comes in a handy carrying 

pouch. Helps relieve pressure on 

your legs in the event of a fall.

MODEL 83049

safety
harness
accessories
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LADDER STANDS & TRIPODS

Single Shot Ladder
Extra-heavy duty thick-gauge steel with wide, 
welded rungs, sturdy hand rails, padded seat 90 Steel 300 8” to 20” 22” 15’ 18’ 23” W x 42” L 23”W x 21”L --

(base) 24” W x 12 L 
x 2” high (backrest) 
24”W x 13”L x 1”

Full back rest attached directly to frame. 
Padded arm rests

Y

Single Shot
MAGNUM

Ladder
Extra-heavy duty thick-gauge steel with wide, 
welded rungs, sturdy hand rails, padded seat 110 Steel 350 8” to 20” 22” 15’ 18’ 36” W x 42” L 36”W x 17”L --

(base) 36” W x 12 L 
x 2” high (backrest) 
36”W x 12”L x 1”

Full back rest attached directly to frame. 
Padded arm rests

Y

Double Barrel Ladder
Extra-heavy duty thick-gauge steel with wide, 
welded rungs, sturdy hand rails, padded seat 120 Steel

350(individual)

500(combined)
8” to 20” 22” 15’ 18’ 46” W x 42” L 46”W x 21”L --

(base) 44” W x 12 L 
x 2” high (backrest) 
44”W x 12”L x 1”

Full back rest attached directly to frame. 
Padded arm rests

Y

Deluxe Tripod Tripod
Extra-heavy-duty thick-gauge steel with wide, 
welded rungs, sturdy hand rails, swivel seat

167 Steel 350 -- 17” 10’ 13’ 1748 sq./in. 1748 sq./in. --
17” x 17” seat
19” high back

Swivel N

CLIMBING STEPS Max Height Step Size
Individual

Section 
Height

Bucksteps Climbing Aid Lightweight, very mobile climbing steps
11

(4 pc)
Aluminum 260 8” to 20”

15’ to 17’ 
depending on 

placement

7 3/4” 
Wide

20” n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a N

Swiftree Climbing Aid Inexpensive climbing ladder solution
20

(3 pc)
Steel 260 8” to 20” 17’ 6” Wide 68” n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a N

Swiftree 2 Climbing Aid Inexpensive climbing ladder solution
27.5
(4 pc)

Steel 260 8” to 20” 22’ 6” Wide 68” n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a N

TREESTAND SPECS
3

0
 Y

E
A

R
S

HANG-ONS

Raptor Series
rxsOSPREY

Hang On
Folding frame for smaller profile when packed.  
Talon bracket with unique strap system

19.5 Steel 300 8” to 20” 22” Adjustable Adjustable 24” W x 32.5” L 24” W x 24” L --
(base) 18” W x 10 L 
x 3” high (back) NA

Base pad only attached directly to frame. Folds 
against the tree when not in use

Y

Raptor Series
rxsHAWK

Hang On
Large, light weight aluminum platform, self 
leveling system, Talon bracket with unique 
strap system

13.5 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” 22” Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 33” L 20” W x 24 1/2” L --
(base) 18” W x 10 L 
x 3” high (back) NA

Base pad only attached directly to frame.  Folds 
against the tree when not in use

Y  

Raptor Series
rxsEAGLE

Hang On
Extra large light weight aluminum platform, 
self leveling system, Talon bracket with unique 
strap system

14 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 21” W x 36” L 21” W x 27 1/2” L --
(base) 18” W x 16 L 
x 3” high (backrest) 
18”W x 24”L x 2”

Saddle style seat attached directly to frame. 
Folds against the tree when not in use

Y

Trophy Chair Tree Seat
Portable, light weight multipurpose tree seat

6 Steel 260 8” to 30” -- -- -- -- -- 19 3/4” W x 12” L 11” x 5”
Full back rest attached directly to frame. 

Padded arm rests
N

STAND TYPE FEATURES/ACCESSORIES
WEIGHT
(LBS.) CONSTRUCTION

MAXIMUM
WEIGHT

LIMIT (LBS.)
TREE SIZE

(DIAMETER)

SEAT HEIGHT
OFF PLATFORM

(INCHES)

HEIGHT TO
PLATFORM 

(FT)

HEIGHT TO 
SHOOTING 
RAIL (FT)

OVERALL PLATFORM 
SIZE USABLE PLATFORM AREA

SEAT FRAME SIZE 
(INSIDE) SEAT SIZE SEAT TYPE

HARNESS 
INCLUDED?

CLIMBING TREESTANDS

Summit
Goliath SD

Sit/Stand
(Closed Front)

Larger version of the Viper with extra-wide seat 
frame.  Higher weight capacity

21 Aluminum 350 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L 21 3/4” W x 26 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Full back rest, Quick release

adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests
Y

Summit
Titan SD

Sit/Stand
(Closed Front)

Same versatility as the Viper with an extra-long 
platform.  Higher weight capacity

25 Aluminum 350 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 21” W x 38” L 21” W x 30 3/4” L 21 3/4” W x 28 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Full back rest, Quick release

adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests
Y

Viper SD
Sit/Stand

(Closed Front)
Dual purpose gun & bow stand

20 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L 19 3/4” W x 26 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Full back rest, Quick release

adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests
Y

Ultimate
Viper SD

Sit/Stand
(Closed Front)

Viper with Surround Seat (padded, storage 
pouches), blind, gun rest bar, comfort mat

26 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L 19 3/4” W x 26 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Same as above, sides and storage pouches 

included. Padded arm rests
Y

Summit
180 Max SD

Sit/Stand
(Closed Front)

Wide frame and extra weight capacity.  
Surround Seat

23 Aluminum 350 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 21” W x 38” L 21” W x 30 3/4” L 21 3/4” W x 32” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Same as above, sides and storage pouches 

included. Padded arm rests
Y

Razor SD
Sit/Stand

(Open Front)
Fold down climbing bar for easy climbing.  
Open front for more versatility

21 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L
21 3/4” W x 26 1/2” L
(climbing bar up)

(base) 18” W x 12 L
(backrest) 12” W x 20” L

Full back rest, Quick release
adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests

Y

OpenShot SD
Hand Climber
(Open Front)

Lightest climber at 15 pounds.  Great bow 
stand and very easy to pack

15 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 32” L 20” W x 24 3/4” L 19 1/4” W x 14” L (base) 16” W x 10 L
Base pad only attached directly to climber.  

Padded arm rests
Y

Summit Blade SD
Sit/Stand

(Closed Front)
Collapsible, flat arm rests

23 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L 20 1/2” W x 26 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Full back rest, Quick release

adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests
Y

Dagger SD
Sit/Stand

(Open Front)
Collapsible, flat arm rests

21 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L 20 1/2” W x 16 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Full back rest, Quick release

adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests
Y

* All Summit Climbers include RapidClimb Stirrups, QuickDraw Cable System, Backpack Straps, Full Body Harness and 5-Year Warranty.



LADDER STANDS & TRIPODS

Single Shot Ladder
Extra-heavy duty thick-gauge steel with wide, 
welded rungs, sturdy hand rails, padded seat 90 Steel 300 8” to 20” 22” 15’ 18’ 23” W x 42” L 23”W x 21”L --

(base) 24” W x 12 L 
x 2” high (backrest) 
24”W x 13”L x 1”

Full back rest attached directly to frame. 
Padded arm rests

Y

Single Shot
MAGNUM

Ladder
Extra-heavy duty thick-gauge steel with wide, 
welded rungs, sturdy hand rails, padded seat 110 Steel 350 8” to 20” 22” 15’ 18’ 36” W x 42” L 36”W x 17”L --

(base) 36” W x 12 L 
x 2” high (backrest) 
36”W x 12”L x 1”

Full back rest attached directly to frame. 
Padded arm rests

Y

Double Barrel Ladder
Extra-heavy duty thick-gauge steel with wide, 
welded rungs, sturdy hand rails, padded seat 120 Steel

350(individual)

500(combined)
8” to 20” 22” 15’ 18’ 46” W x 42” L 46”W x 21”L --

(base) 44” W x 12 L 
x 2” high (backrest) 
44”W x 12”L x 1”

Full back rest attached directly to frame. 
Padded arm rests

Y

Deluxe Tripod Tripod
Extra-heavy-duty thick-gauge steel with wide, 
welded rungs, sturdy hand rails, swivel seat

167 Steel 350 -- 17” 10’ 13’ 1748 sq./in. 1748 sq./in. --
17” x 17” seat
19” high back

Swivel N

CLIMBING STEPS Max Height Step Size
Individual

Section 
Height

Bucksteps Climbing Aid Lightweight, very mobile climbing steps
11

(4 pc)
Aluminum 260 8” to 20”

15’ to 17’ 
depending on 

placement

7 3/4” 
Wide

20” n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a N

Swiftree Climbing Aid Inexpensive climbing ladder solution
20

(3 pc)
Steel 260 8” to 20” 17’ 6” Wide 68” n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a N

Swiftree 2 Climbing Aid Inexpensive climbing ladder solution
27.5
(4 pc)

Steel 260 8” to 20” 22’ 6” Wide 68” n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a N

HANG-ONS

Raptor Series
rxsOSPREY

Hang On
Folding frame for smaller profile when packed.  
Talon bracket with unique strap system

19.5 Steel 300 8” to 20” 22” Adjustable Adjustable 24” W x 32.5” L 24” W x 24” L --
(base) 18” W x 10 L 
x 3” high (back) NA

Base pad only attached directly to frame. Folds 
against the tree when not in use

Y

Raptor Series
rxsHAWK

Hang On
Large, light weight aluminum platform, self 
leveling system, Talon bracket with unique 
strap system

13.5 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” 22” Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 33” L 20” W x 24 1/2” L --
(base) 18” W x 10 L 
x 3” high (back) NA

Base pad only attached directly to frame.  Folds 
against the tree when not in use

Y  

Raptor Series
rxsEAGLE

Hang On
Extra large light weight aluminum platform, 
self leveling system, Talon bracket with unique 
strap system

14 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 21” W x 36” L 21” W x 27 1/2” L --
(base) 18” W x 16 L 
x 3” high (backrest) 
18”W x 24”L x 2”

Saddle style seat attached directly to frame. 
Folds against the tree when not in use

Y

Trophy Chair Tree Seat
Portable, light weight multipurpose tree seat

6 Steel 260 8” to 30” -- -- -- -- -- 19 3/4” W x 12” L 11” x 5”
Full back rest attached directly to frame. 

Padded arm rests
N

STAND TYPE FEATURES/ACCESSORIES
WEIGHT
(LBS.) CONSTRUCTION

MAXIMUM
WEIGHT

LIMIT (LBS.)
TREE SIZE

(DIAMETER)

SEAT HEIGHT
OFF PLATFORM

(INCHES)

HEIGHT TO
PLATFORM 

(FT)

HEIGHT TO 
SHOOTING 
RAIL (FT)

OVERALL PLATFORM 
SIZE USABLE PLATFORM AREA

SEAT FRAME SIZE 
(INSIDE) SEAT SIZE SEAT TYPE

HARNESS 
INCLUDED?

CLIMBING TREESTANDS

Summit
Goliath SD

Sit/Stand
(Closed Front)

Larger version of the Viper with extra-wide seat 
frame.  Higher weight capacity

21 Aluminum 350 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L 21 3/4” W x 26 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Full back rest, Quick release

adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests
Y

Summit
Titan SD

Sit/Stand
(Closed Front)

Same versatility as the Viper with an extra-long 
platform.  Higher weight capacity

25 Aluminum 350 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 21” W x 38” L 21” W x 30 3/4” L 21 3/4” W x 28 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Full back rest, Quick release

adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests
Y

Viper SD
Sit/Stand

(Closed Front)
Dual purpose gun & bow stand

20 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L 19 3/4” W x 26 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Full back rest, Quick release

adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests
Y

Ultimate
Viper SD

Sit/Stand
(Closed Front)

Viper with Surround Seat (padded, storage 
pouches), blind, gun rest bar, comfort mat

26 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L 19 3/4” W x 26 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Same as above, sides and storage pouches 

included. Padded arm rests
Y

Summit
180 Max SD

Sit/Stand
(Closed Front)

Wide frame and extra weight capacity.  
Surround Seat

23 Aluminum 350 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 21” W x 38” L 21” W x 30 3/4” L 21 3/4” W x 32” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Same as above, sides and storage pouches 

included. Padded arm rests
Y

Razor SD
Sit/Stand

(Open Front)
Fold down climbing bar for easy climbing.  
Open front for more versatility

21 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L
21 3/4” W x 26 1/2” L
(climbing bar up)

(base) 18” W x 12 L
(backrest) 12” W x 20” L

Full back rest, Quick release
adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests

Y

OpenShot SD
Hand Climber
(Open Front)

Lightest climber at 15 pounds.  Great bow 
stand and very easy to pack

15 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 32” L 20” W x 24 3/4” L 19 1/4” W x 14” L (base) 16” W x 10 L
Base pad only attached directly to climber.  

Padded arm rests
Y

Summit Blade SD
Sit/Stand

(Closed Front)
Collapsible, flat arm rests

23 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L 20 1/2” W x 26 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Full back rest, Quick release

adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests
Y

Dagger SD
Sit/Stand

(Open Front)
Collapsible, flat arm rests

21 Aluminum 300 8” to 20” Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable 20” W x 36” L 20” W x 28 3/4” L 20 1/2” W x 16 1/2” L
(base) 18” W x 12 L

(backrest) 12” W x 20” L
Full back rest, Quick release

adjustable buckles. Padded arm rests
Y

* All Summit Climbers include RapidClimb Stirrups, QuickDraw Cable System, Backpack Straps, Full Body Harness and 5-Year Warranty.



SUMMIT TREESTANDS AND ACCESSORIES ARE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT SELECT 

RETAILERS AND DEALERS. A LIST OF RETAILERS AND DEALERS IS AVAILABLE BY ZIP 

CODE ON OUR WEB SITE. ACCESSORIES, REPLACEMENT PARTS AND SPECIALTY 

ITEMS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE ON OUR WEB SITE OR BY PHONE.

Summit Products are manufactured under one or more of the following U.S. patents:

5,937,969; 5,971,104; 5,975,242; 6,182,792; 6,397,973; D,417,011; D,420,147

TRADEMARKS: Bucksteps, Fastback, Summit Goliath, Openshot, Quick Draw, 

Rapidclimb, Razor, Summit, Summitlokt, Swiftree, Viper are all trademarks or 

registered trademarks of Summit Treestands, LLC - a subsidiary of Plastics Research 

and Development Corporation, a subsidiary of EBSCO Industries, inc.

Catalog images reflect the various models and accessories as configured at the 

time of printing and are subject to change without notice at any time. Weights are 

approximate and do not include standard accessories.

SUMMIT	TREESTANDS		I		715-A	SUMMIT	DRIVE,	DECATUR,	AL	35601			I			256-353-0634

SUMMIT TREESTANDS AND ACCESSORIES ARE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT SELECT 

RETAILERS AND DEALERS. A LIST OF RETAILERS AND DEALERS IS AVAILABLE BY ZIP 

CODE ON OUR WEB SITE. ACCESSORIES, REPLACEMENT PARTS AND SPECIALTY 

ITEMS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE ON OUR WEB SITE OR BY PHONE.

Summit Products are manufactured under one or more of the following U.S. patents:

5,937,969; 5,971,104; 5,975,242; 6,125,966; 6,182,792; D,417,011; D,420,147

TRADEMARKS: Bucksteps, Dagger, Double Barrel, Fastback, Summit Goliath, 

Openshot, Quick Draw, Rapidclimb, Raptor Series, Razor, Summit, Summitlokt, Single 

Shot, Summit Titan, Swiftree, Trophy Chair, Viper are all trademarks or registered 

trademarks of Summit Treestands, LLC - a subsidiary of Plastic Research and 

Development Corporation, a subsidiary of EBSCO Industries, Inc.

Catalog images reflect the various models and accessories as configured at the 

time of printing and are subject to change without notice at any time. Weights are 

approximate and do not include standard accessories.

summitstands.com

mysummitgear.com


